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              United Heritage Invitational - 2/6/2009 to 2/7/2009              
                           JacksonTrack - Nampa, ID                            
                                    Results                                    
 
Event 1  Women 3000 Meter Run College/Open
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
Finals
  1 Vanessa Hawkins              Utah State            10:45.48  
  2 Melody Braden                Boise State           11:06.29  
  3 Heidi Suder                  Boise State           11:08.82  
  4 Pamila Ward                  Boise State           11:12.25  
  5 Ashley Rendahl               Northwest Nazare      11:14.79  
 
Event 2  Men 3000 Meter Run College/Open
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Brian McKenna                Utah State          NA  
  2 Nick Bolinder                Utah State          NA  
  3 Josh Wageman                 Northwest Nazare    NA  
  4 Alex Crystal                 Northwest Nazare    NA  
 
Event 3  Girls 60 Meter Hurdles HS
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Asha Treadwell               CA Track Club             9.11   1 
  2 Kristen Robinson             CA Track Club             9.38   1 
  3 Rebecca Holding              Unattached                9.90   1 
  4 Hayli Worthington            Minico                    9.99   1 
  5 Kaycee Brunel                YMCA Team Idaho          10.00   1 
  6 Danielle Rausch              YMCA Team Idaho          10.58   2 
  7 Jill Rausch                  YMCA Team Idaho          10.71   2 
  8 Ranea Orosco                 Unattached               10.81   2 
  9 Stormie Morlan               Cascade                  11.40   2 
 10 Callie Cattell               Summit Track Clu         12.78   2 
 
Event 4  Women 60 Meter Hurdles College/Open
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Megan Olivetti               Boise State               8.58   1 
  2 Ericka Violett               Sacramento St.            8.70   1 
  3 Ashlee Cannon                Utah State                8.78   1 
  4 Heidi Hopkins                Utah State                9.12   1 
  5 Gina Deckard                 Nevada                    9.13   1 
  6 Nicole Jackson               Sacramento St.            9.36   2 
  7 Naima Goodwin                Sacramento St.            9.51   1 
  8 Amanda Lee                   UC Santa Barbara          9.59   3 
  9 Jennifer Boswell             Nevada                    9.62   4 
 10 Aubrie Neil                  Nevada                    9.64   1 
 11 Brooke Demers                Boise State               9.88   2 
 12 Camille Fehlberg             Utah State                9.98   3 
 13 Alexa Anderson               Nevada                   10.16   2 
 14 Jill Bennett                 Northwest Nazare         10.19   2 
 15 Andrea Keirstead             Nevada                   10.31   2 
 16 Laura Vonarx                 Northwest Nazare         10.39   2 
 17 Julia Stewart                Utah State               10.49   4 
 18 Felicia Ladson               Nevada                   10.59   2 
 19 Heather Pence                Northwest Nazare         10.66   3 
 20 Dani Schwalbe                Boise State              10.98   3 
 21 Alejandra Cervantes          Cal St. Stanisla         11.01   4 
 22 Beth McLam                   Northwest Nazare         11.22   3 
 23 Chelsey Jones                Northwest Nazare         11.44   4 
 -- MJ Usabel                    Northwest Nazare            FS   2 
 
Event 5  Boys 60 Meter Hurdles HS
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Mitch Simmonds               YMCA Team Idaho           8.16   1 
  2 Noah Blue                    CA Track Club             8.20   1 
  3 Javon Marshbanks             Damonte Ranch             8.62   1 
  4 Mark Flegel                  Unattached                8.68   1 
  5 Alec Fellows                 Unattached                8.75   2 
  6 Brett Campbell               Summit Track Clu          8.87   2 
  7 Devon Neary                  1911 TC                   9.08   2 
  8 Nur Sofe                     Dry Side Flyers           9.19   1 
  9 Andrew Jenkins               YMCA Team Idaho           9.40   2 
 10 Cade Owen                    Minico                    9.41   2 
 11 Zach Gurley                  YMCA Team Idaho           9.44   1 
 
Event 6  Men 60 Meter Hurdles College/Open
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Tim Bogdanof                 Unattached                7.90   1 
  2 Ronald Brookins              Sacramento St.            8.00   1 
  3 Dylan Nielson                Utah State                8.12   1 
  4 Nick Karren                  Utah State                8.35   1 
  5 Marcus McMillan              Sacramento St.            8.43   1 
  6 Blake Bolen                  Utah State                8.61   1 
  7 Matt Williamson              Sacramento St.            8.81   2 
  8 Sam Schur                    Sacramento St.            8.83   2 
  9 Dallas Beaty                 Northwest Nazare          9.09   2 
 10 Philip Noble                 Treasure Valley           9.10   1 
 11 Kegan Lassiter               Northwest Nazare          9.11   2 
 12 Jordan McMurray              Utah State                9.19   2 
 13 Phil King                    Treasure Valley           9.33   2 
 14 Sam Hawkins                  Utah State               10.07   2 
 
Event 8  Girls 60 Meter Dash HS
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Lauren Hoskie                1911 TC                   8.06   1 
  2 Alexandria Van Halder        YMCA Team Idaho           8.21   1 
  3 Sam Eggart                   Del Oro                   8.28   1 
  4 Kaitlin Keller               Unattached                8.29   1 
  5 Brittney Roberts             Cascade                   8.39   2 
  6 Albany Patton                Unattached                8.39   2 
  7 Ahmbria Ross                 CA Track Club             8.58   1 
  8 Kenya Shakoor                1911 TC                   8.62   2 
  9 Gianna Giorgi                Damonte Ranch             8.79   2 
 10 Breanna Wilson               Summit Track Clu          8.81   2 
 11 Claudia Bermensolo           YMCA Team Idaho           8.98   3 
 12 Zarina Townsend              St. Augustine             9.07   2 
 13 Haley Hodgert                Summit Track Clu          9.25   3 
 14 Harlee Nevarez               Stallion TC               9.37   3 
 15 Jasmine Taylor               CA Track Club             9.47   3 
 16 Dallas Wilson                Cascade                   9.74   3 
 
Event 9  Boys 60 Meter Dash HS
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Darquis Rucker               CA Track Club             7.07   1 
  2 Keith Bowens                 YMCA Team Idaho           7.08   1 
  3 Derrick Henry                CA Track Club             7.24   2 
  4 Jesse Donez                  YMCA Team Idaho           7.35   4 
  5 Trent Acree                  YMCA Team Idaho           7.39   2 
  6 Keegan Brady                 Stallion TC               7.40   1 
  7 Matt Storm                   Lighthouse Chris          7.42   2 
  8 Robert Bezaire               Del Oro                   7.44   1 
  9 Mark Flegel                  Unattached                7.54   3 
 10 Dion Roccosalva              Summit Track Clu          7.55   2 
 11 Joey Gilliland               Cascade                   7.63   3 
 12 TJ Whitehall                 Summit Track Clu          7.65   2 
 13 Patrick Ruelas               YMCA Team Idaho           7.66   4 
 14 Nathan Doerfleur             Regis HS                  7.69   4 
 15 Lamont Sanders               CA Track Club             7.74   4 
 15 Jordan Cazeau                Stallion TC               7.74   4 
 17 Scotty Wagers                Cascade                   7.75   2 
 17 Alan Cazeau                  Stallion TC               7.75   2 
 19 Stephan LeDet                YMCA Team Idaho           7.85   3 
 20 casey johnston               Unattached                8.00   3 
 21 Ryan Kihara                  Del Oro                   8.01   2 
 22 R Ellington                  Unattached                8.06   3 
 23 Jacob Inman                  YMCA Team Idaho           8.16   4 
 24 Kyle Phillips                CA Track Club             8.31   3 
 25 Savon Davis                  Summit Track Clu          9.87   4 
 -- Jeff Aronson                 YMCA Team Idaho             FS   1 
 -- Eric Lopez                   YMCA Team Idaho             FS   4 
 
Event 10  Women 60 Meter Dash College/Open
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Schavi Hill                  Nevada                    7.88   1 
  2 Victoria Humphrey            Sacramento St.            7.88   1 
  3 Kandace Shoell               Utah State                8.09   1 
  4 Gina Deckard                 Nevada                    8.10   1 
  5 Latoya Tidwell               Northwest Nazare          8.17   1 
  6 Aubrie Neil                  Nevada                    8.21   1 
  7 Natalia Wright               Sacramento St.            8.25   2 
  7 Qiauna Fair                  Cal St. Stanisla          8.25   3 
  9 Christa Brediger             Northwest Nazare          8.33   2 
 10 Chalese West                 Utah State                8.35   1 
 11 Molly Reid                   Northwest Nazare          8.37   2 
 12 Cianna Mejia                 Cal St. Stanisla          8.40   3 
 13 Sharelle Seward              Northwest Nazare          8.71   3 
 14 Kali Hamby                   Utah State                8.73   2 
 15 Danielle Bickford            Northwest Nazare          9.05   3 
 16 Jennifer Kruse               Northwest Nazare          9.15   2 
 17 Cleary Wunder                Cal St. Stanisla          9.34   2 
 18 Brittany Kasegang            Northwest Nazare          9.72   2 
 19 Courtney Michelson           Northwest Nazare          9.80   2 
 
Event 11  Men 60 Meter Dash College/Open
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Eric Capelle                 Boise State               6.89   1 
  2 Marlon Douglas               Boise State               6.95   1 
  3 Ronald Brookins              Sacramento St.            7.00   1 
  4 Jason Nelson                 Sacramento St.            7.03   1 
  5 Andy White                   Sacramento St.            7.07   1 
  6 Blake Bolen                  Utah State                7.11   1 
  7 Zack Hevner                  Utah State                7.20   1 
  8 Derek Sepe                   Northwest Nazare          7.23   2 
  8 Tommy Butler                 Treasure Valley           7.23   3 
 10 Maurus Hope                  Northwest Nazare          7.25   2 
 10 Cody Buckendorf              Boise State               7.25   2 
 12 Jordan Weidel                Utah State                7.30   2 
 13 Tim Bogdanof                 Unattached                7.33   1 
 14 Marcus McMillan              Sacramento St.            7.35   2 
 15 Dan Hill                     Northwest Nazare          7.36   3 
 16 Mike Frame                   Utah State                7.40   2 
 17 Phil King                    Treasure Valley           7.54   3 
 18 Dane Manley                  Northwest Nazare          7.56   2 
 19 Ben Heidegger                Unat-Northwest N          7.68   3 
 20 Corey Johnson                Northwest Nazare          7.70   3 
 21 Josh Freeman                 Treasure Valley           7.83   3 
 
Event 12  Mixed 1 Mile Run Masters
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Mike Carlson               M YMCA Team Idaho        4:43.43  
  2 Chard Berndt               M Lighthouse Chris       4:52.91  
  3 Christine Olen             W Aggies                 5:19.69  
  4 Rick Bergeson              M Aggies                 5:26.85  
  5 Paul Johnson               M Boise River Runn       5:29.49  
  6 Reid Harter                M Boise River Runn       5:55.77  
  7 Lois Allen                 W Boise River Runn       6:47.32  
 
Event 13  Girls 2 Mile Run HS
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Nicole Nielsen               YMCA Team Idaho       11:09.70  
  2 Kellie Foley                 Prineville Track      11:15.67  
  3 Payton Schutte               Unattached            11:34.79  
  4 Kaitlyn Gerard               Unattached            12:16.82  
  5 Myja Maki                    Capital TC            12:30.03  
  6 Sammy Bowns                  YMCA Team Idaho       12:58.40  
  7 Ashley Salzman               Capital TC            13:31.44  
  8 Victoria Chojnacky           Unattached            13:57.21  
 -- Kristina Vanderhout          AZ Flames Track             NT  
 -- Madi Holt                    Unattached                  NT  
 
Event 14  Boys 2 Mile Run HS
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Barak Watson                 YMCA Team Idaho        9:46.85  
  2 Matt Rankin                  YMCA Team Idaho       10:18.17  
  3 Andy Yung                    Stallion TC           10:27.39  
  4 Dominic Bolin                YMCA Team Idaho       10:31.88  
  5 Morgan Choate                Unattached            10:35.94  
  6 Oscar Fennell                Caldwell              10:48.42  
  7 Chris Fasel                  Unattached            10:50.93  
  8 Michael Cox                  Unattached            10:53.40  
  9 Ray Miller                   Caldwell              10:58.23  
 10 Joe Harro                    St. Augustine         11:07.63  
 11 Nathan Paddeck               Del Oro               11:11.48  
 12 Josh Slate                   Cascade               11:11.74  
 13 Tom Walsh                    St. Augustine         11:42.99  
 14 Marcus Montano               St. Augustine         11:46.89  
 
Event 15  Women Distance Medley College/Open
================================================================
    School                                               Finals 
================================================================
  1 Sacramento St.  'A'                                12:10.29  
  2 College of Idaho  'A'                              12:25.59  
  3 Eastern Oregon  'A'                                12:33.53  
  4 Nevada  'A'                                        12:42.25  
 
Event 16  Men Distance Medley College/Open
================================================================
    School                                               Finals 
================================================================
  1 Sacramento St.  'A'                                10:39.06  
 
Event 18  Girls 200 Meter Dash HS
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Kellie Schueler              Summit Track Clu         25.18   1 
  2 Cheron Amey                  CA Track Club            25.60   1 
  3 Courtney Danielson           YMCA Team Idaho          26.38   2 
  4 Lauren Hoskie                1911 TC                  26.86   1 
  5 Alexandria Van Halder        YMCA Team Idaho          26.95   1 
  6 LaToya Francis               Teekay Track Clu         27.46   1 
  7 Kaitlin Keller               Unattached               27.54   2 
  8 Sam Eggart                   Del Oro                  28.01   3 
  9 Taylor Lyons                 CA Track Club            28.14   2 
 10 Ahmbria Ross                 CA Track Club            28.57   2 
 10 Rebecca Holding              Unattached               28.57   3 
 12 Danielle Rausch              YMCA Team Idaho          28.97   6 
 13 Jill Rausch                  YMCA Team Idaho          29.13   5 
 14 Sarah Keller                 Bozeman Track Cl         29.22   4 
 15 Dominique Stewart-Thomas     CA Track Club            29.36   5 
 16 Kori Price                   Damonte Ranch            29.50   3 
 17 Breanna Wilson               Summit Track Clu         29.56   4 
 18 Hailey Pitts                 Damonte Ranch            29.67   3 
 19 Lexa Murphy                  Stallion TC              29.70   6 
 20 Gianna Giorgi                Damonte Ranch            29.79   2 
 21 Zarina Townsend              St. Augustine            30.51   5 
 22 Callie Cattell               Summit Track Clu         30.65   6 
 23 Harlee Nevarez               Stallion TC              30.96   6 
 24 Katie Low                    Summit Track Clu         31.67   5 
 25 Samantha Breeding            Stallion TC              32.05   6 
 26 Haley Hodgert                Summit Track Clu         32.21   5 
 
Event 19  Boys 200 Meter Dash HS
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Carl Horsley                 CA Track Club            22.06   1 
  2 Derrick Henry                CA Track Club            22.43   1 
  3 Landon Watts                 YMCA Team Idaho          22.51   1 
  4 Darquis Rucker               CA Track Club            22.55   2 
  5 Jordan Robinson              CA Track Club            23.15   2 
  6 Jeff Adams Jr.               T-Shirt Track Cl         23.29   1 
  7 Matt Storm                   Lighthouse Chris         23.75   3 
  8 Greyson Kilgore              YMCA Team Idaho          23.80   4 
  9 Geoff Zath                   Summit Track Clu         24.07   3 
 10 TJ Whitehall                 Summit Track Clu         24.08   3 
 11 Keegan Brady                 Unattached               24.27   6 
 12 Brett Campbell               Summit Track Clu         24.38   4 
 13 Stephan LeDet                YMCA Team Idaho          24.69   5 
 14 Quinn Hugentobler            YMCA Team Idaho          25.35   6 
 15 Lamont Sanders               CA Track Club            25.40   4 
 16 R Ellington                  Unattached               25.80   3 
 17 Alan Cazeau                  Stallion TC              25.94   6 
 18 Ryan Kihara                  Del Oro                  26.20   5 
 19 Alexander Greaves            Prineville Track         26.80   5 
 -- Chase Christofffersen        YMCA Team Idaho             FS   1 
 -- Eric Lopez                   YMCA Team Idaho             DQ   4  lane violation
 -- Robert Bezaire               Del Oro                     DQ   3  lane violation
 -- Cody Harrold                 Summit Track Clu            DQ   5  lane violation
 -- Noah Blue                    CA Track Club               DQ   2  lane violation
 -- Jordan Cazeau                Stallion TC                 DQ   6  lane violation
 -- Trent Acree                  YMCA Team Idaho             DQ   2  lane violation
 
Event 20  Women 200 Meter Dash College/Open
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Paige Olivetti               Boise State              24.87   1 
  2 Victoria Humphrey            Sacramento St.           25.17   2 
  3 Schavi Hill                  Nevada                   25.24   2 
  4 Ashlee Cannon                Utah State               25.42   3 
  5 Morinsola Keshinro           Sacramento St.           25.50   5 
  6 Nataucha Lowry               Boise State              25.61   4 
  7 Katie Thatcher               Utah State               25.66   3 
  8 Jen Day                      Utah State               25.71   4 
  9 Heidi Hopkins                Utah State               25.79   4 
 10 Katelyn Jensen               Utah State               25.83   1 
 11 Brianna Nelson               Sacramento St.           25.84   4 
 12 April Pate                   Nevada                   25.90   9 
 13 Latoya Tidwell               Northwest Nazare         26.13   5 
 14 Chalese West                 Utah State               26.36   6 
 15 Kaylene Gastaldi             Utah State               26.51   8 
 16 Brittany Chadwick            Utah State               26.68   2 
 17 Regal Minyard                Nevada                   26.93   7 
 18 Camille Fehlberg             Utah State               27.11   5 
 19 Kandace Shoell               Utah State               27.22   6 
 20 Kelsie Pacham                Utah State               27.30   7 
 21 Jennifer Brown               UC Santa Barbara         27.33   8 
 22 Amanda Lee                   UC Santa Barbara         27.41   6 
 23 Molly Reid                   Northwest Nazare         27.56   9 
 24 Olivia Morgan                Nevada                   27.61   2 
 25 Christa Brediger             Northwest Nazare         27.75   7 
 26 Sharelle Seward              Northwest Nazare         28.40   8 
 27 Qiauna Fair                  Cal St. Stanisla         28.57   9 
 28 Ashlyn Gonzales              Cal St. Stanisla         29.28   9 
 29 Danielle Stallworth          Nevada                   29.33   9 
 30 Danielle Bickford            Northwest Nazare         30.34   8 
 -- Kali Hamby                   Utah State                  DQ   6  lane violation
 
Event 21  Men 200 Meter Dash College/Open
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Jordan Boase                 Washington               20.85   1 
  2 Joseph Turner                Washington               21.60   1 
  3 Nick Karren                  Utah State               21.90   1 
  4 Zack Hevner                  Utah State               22.01   2 
  5 Jeff Gudaitis                Washington               22.12   2 
  6 Eetu Viitala                 Boise State              22.27   2 
  7 Jason Nelson                 Sacramento St.           22.35   4 
  8 Maurus Hope                  Northwest Nazare         22.42   3 
  9 Ronald Brookins              Sacramento St.           22.42   3 
 10 Kyle Christoffersen          Boise State              22.66   3 
 11 Dylan Nielson                Utah State               22.72   5 
 12 Tommy Butler                 Treasure Valley          22.85   7 
 13 Lukasz Wicha                 Utah State               22.91   7 
 14 Marcus McMillan              Sacramento St.           22.95   6 
 14 David Houghton               Sacramento St.           22.95   5 
 16 Derek Sepe                   Northwest Nazare         23.29   5 
 17 Dane Manley                  Northwest Nazare         23.43   6 
 18 John Johnson                 Utah State               23.53   7 
 19 Kegan Lassiter               Northwest Nazare         23.60   6 
 20 Jordan Weidel                Utah State               23.76   5 
 21 Eric Demers                  Boise State              24.19   8 
 22 marc Lannon                  Treasure Valley          24.37   7 
 23 Casey Smith                  Treasure Valley          24.49   4 
 24 Jordan McMurray              Utah State               24.53   6 
 25 Josh Freeman                 Treasure Valley          24.99   8 
 -- Sean Waller                  Utah State                 DNF   4 
 -- Sam Hawkins                  Utah State                  DQ   8  lane violation
 -- Mike Frame                   Utah State                  DQ   8  lane violation
 -- Cody Buckendorf              Boise State                 DQ   3  lane violation
 
Event 22  Girls 1 Mile Run HS
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Kate Jamboretz               Big Red Striders       5:16.03  
  2 Michelle Hickerson           YMCA Team Idaho        5:18.75  
  3 Kristina Vanderhout          AZ Flames Track        5:21.84  
  4 Mackenzie Chojnacky          Unattached             5:23.41  
  5 Lauren Matthews              Damonte Ranch          5:30.42  
  6 Loreana Aragon               St. Augustine          5:58.83  
  7 Abby Larson                  Capital TC             5:59.70  
  8 Jeannie Castell              Big Red Striders       5:59.78  
  9 Kaitlyn Gerard               Unattached             6:02.24  
 10 Maddie Crookham              Caldwell               6:08.47  
 11 Kelley Thurman               Crook County Tra       6:19.97  
 12 Sammy Bowns                  YMCA Team Idaho        6:20.23  
 13 Ashley Kinney                Cascade                6:42.23  
 14 Alex Bramwell                Capital TC             6:47.38  
 15 Brynrose Foote               Capital TC             7:01.34  
 
Event 23  Boys 1 Mile Run HS
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Max Hardy                    Big Red Striders       4:28.62  
  2 Eric Fitzpatrick             Big Red Striders       4:32.93  
  3 Nick Hampton                 Unattached             4:39.98  
  4 Lars Lunstrum                YMCA Team Idaho        4:42.39  
  5 Justin Webb                  YMCA Team Idaho        4:46.81  
  6 Matt Rankin                  YMCA Team Idaho        4:47.41  
  7 Sean Saxton                  Unattached             4:48.98  
  8 Taylor Molenaar              Big Red Striders       4:50.81  
  9 Andy Yung                    Stallion TC            4:51.31  
 10 Matthew Buhl                 St. Augustine          4:54.35  
 11 Hank Wisecarver              Damonte Ranch          4:59.04  
 12 Joe Harro                    St. Augustine          5:06.87  
 13 Ammon Richardson             Unattached             5:10.15  
 14 Nathan Paddeck               Del Oro                5:11.66  
 15 Cody Larson                  Capital TC             5:16.09  
 16 Anthoney Trakas              Capital TC             5:16.25  
 17 Cory Berry                   Stallion TC            5:27.42  
 18 Marcus Montano               St. Augustine          5:35.18  
 19 Francesco Maja               Horseshoe Bend         6:17.83  
 20 Cody Arlint-Cross            Prineville Track       6:22.12  
 -- Artem Maskalenko             YMCA Team Idaho             NT  
 -- Zach Wayneska                YMCA Team Idaho             NT  
 
Event 24  Women 1 Mile Run College/Open
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Ashley Puga                  Northwest Nazare       4:59.62  
  2 Alicia Holt                  Utah State             5:12.08  
  3 Shea Hanson                  Boise State            5:23.36  
  4 Kalyn Kenney                 Nevada                 5:27.82  
  5 Kristin Palmer               Nevada                 5:28.73  
  6 Clarissa Rivera              Cal St. Stanisla       5:41.77  
  7 Ashley Rendahl               Northwest Nazare       5:48.03  
  8 Denali Foldager              Cal St. Stanisla       5:56.28  
  9 Danielle Beesley             Northwest Nazare       6:04.05  
 
Event 25  Men 1 Mile Run College/Open
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Ty Axtman                    Bronco Track Clu       4:18.43  
  2 Eric Larson                  Utah State             4:25.00  
  3 Heath Wing                   Utah State             4:30.36  
  4 Todd Griffith                Utah State             4:32.52  
  5 Nate Lloyd                   Utah State             4:33.88  
  6 Neil Easter                  Northwest Nazare       4:34.57  
  7 Derek Gunn                   Boise State            4:35.80  
  8 Luke Hetrick                 Northwest Nazare       4:37.27  
  9 Kurt Ward                    Treasure Valley        4:38.57  
 10 Hank Hetrick                 Northwest Nazare       4:40.41  
 11 Alex Crystal                 Northwest Nazare       4:46.55  
 12 Josh Fortin                  Bronco Track Clu       4:47.22  
 13 Kristian Brown               Bronco Track Clu       5:14.21  
 
Event 27  Girls 400 Meter Dash HS
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Cheron Amey                  CA Track Club          1:01.57   2 
  2 Kenya Shakoor                1911 TC                1:01.63   2 
  3 Albany Patton                Unattached             1:03.23   4 
  4 Taylor Lyons                 CA Track Club          1:04.09   2 
  5 Lauren Hoskie                1911 TC                1:04.29   1 
  6 Talya Murphy                 Stallion TC            1:04.64   5 
  7 Sarah Keller                 Bozeman Track Cl       1:05.63   2 
  8 Chelsea Layne                Unattached             1:06.05   1 
  9 Hailey Pitts                 Damonte Ranch          1:07.08   3 
 10 Lexa Murphy                  Stallion TC            1:07.37   4 
 11 Kori Price                   Damonte Ranch          1:08.70   3 
 12 Dominique Stewart-Thomas     CA Track Club          1:09.69   4 
 13 Samantha Breeding            Stallion TC            1:10.95   5 
 14 Megan Breeding               Stallion TC            1:11.32   5 
 15 Kara Vinson                  Horseshoe Bend         1:15.45   5 
 
Event 28  Boys 400 Meter Dash HS
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Landon Watts                 YMCA Team Idaho          50.80   1 
  2 Geoff Zath                   Summit Track Clu         54.13   2 
  3 Devon Neary                  1911 TC                  54.17   2 
  4 Patrick Ruelas               YMCA Team Idaho          54.36   3 
  5 Alex Needham                 Summit Track Clu         54.67   3 
  6 Joey Gilliland               Cascade                  54.70   4 
  7 Nur Sofe                     Dry Side Flyers          55.18   1 
  8 Grayson Miller               Damonte Ranch            55.85   2 
  9 R Ellington                  Unattached               56.89   2 
 10 Bryce Petersen               Cascade                  57.47   4 
 11 Jose Bustillos               St. Augustine            58.48   3 
 12 Jordan Cazeau                Stallion TC              59.16   4 
 -- Alex Weber                   Capital TC                  DQ   4  lane violation
 -- Alan Cazeau                  Stallion TC                 DQ   3  lane violation
 -- Carl Horsley                 CA Track Club               DQ   1  lane violation
 
Event 29  Women 400 Meter Dash College/Open
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Paige Olivetti               Boise State              56.31   1 
  2 Kellie Schueler              Summit Track Clu         56.92   1 
  3 Katelyn Jensen               Utah State               57.15   1 
  4 Polly Smith                  Nevada                   57.24   3 
  5 Victoria Humphrey            Sacramento St.           57.87   2 
  6 Morinsola Keshinro           Sacramento St.           58.23   3 
  7 Heidi Hopkins                Utah State               58.30   2 
  8 Barbara Nwaba                UC Santa Barbara         58.32   2 
  9 Jen Day                      Utah State               58.57   3 
 10 Brianna Nelson               Sacramento St.           58.71   4 
 11 Camille Fehlberg             Utah State               59.50   4 
 12 Sheneice Vargas              UC Santa Barbara         59.55   1 
 13 Dominique Augustus           UC Santa Barbara       1:00.89   3 
 14 Maria Lisa Crimi             UC Santa Barbara       1:02.35   6 
 15 Kelsie Pacham                Utah State             1:02.53   6 
 16 Cianna Mejia                 Cal St. Stanisla       1:04.98   6 
 17 Christa Brediger             Northwest Nazare       1:06.46   6 
 -- Danielle Stallworth          Nevada                      NT   5 
 -- Latoya Tidwell               Northwest Nazare            NT   5 
 -- Jennifer Conner              Northwest Nazare            NT   5 
 -- Nicole Jackson               Sacramento St.              NT   5 
 
Event 30  Men 400 Meter Dash College/Open
===================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Corey Nelson                 Unattached               47.68   1 
  2 Nick Karren                  Utah State               47.74   1 
  3 Brandon Waller               Utah State               49.58   1 
  4 Maurus Hope                  Northwest Nazare         49.68   2 
  5 Keith Williams               Utah State               50.03   2 
  6 Jermaine Wilson              Sacramento St.           50.04   3 
  7 Jason Nelson                 Sacramento St.           50.07   3 
  8 Lukasz Wicha                 Utah State               50.66   4 
  9 Mitch Ward                   Northwest Nazare         50.74   3 
 10 Dan Hill                     Northwest Nazare         51.59   4 
 11 Josh Grewe                   Northwest Nazare         52.87   4 
 12 Derek Sepe                   Northwest Nazare         53.46   5 
 13 Dane Manley                  Northwest Nazare         53.68   5 
 14 David Wani                   Bronco Track Clu         54.14   4 
 15 Sam Hawkins                  Utah State               55.19   5 
 -- Alex Harvin                  Sacramento St.              DQ   2  lane violation
 
Event 32  Girls 800 Meter Run HS
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Lisa Drury                   Eagle Track Club       2:19.34  
  2 Nicole Nielsen               YMCA Team Idaho        2:19.62  
  3 Sarah Olson                  Big Red Striders       2:22.35  
  4 Kristina Vanderhout          AZ Flames Track        2:23.29  
  5 Lauren Matthews              Damonte Ranch          2:25.28  
  6 Callie Kettner               YMCA Team Idaho        2:26.12  
  7 Jordan Engelhardt            Big Red Striders       2:26.16  
  8 Haley Schaefer               YMCA Team Idaho        2:31.75  
  9 Chrystal Moore               CA Track Club          2:34.78  
 10 Mercy Barrett                YMCA Team Idaho        2:35.66  
 11 Megan Breeding               Stallion TC            2:45.16  
 12 Talya Murphy                 Stallion TC            2:45.67  
 13 LaDawn Vinson                Horseshoe Bend         2:54.47  
 
Event 33  Boys 800 Meter Run HS
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Christian Kincaid            Big Red Striders       2:02.15  
  2 Joe Sandoval                 Big Red Striders       2:03.74  
  3 Josh Slate                   Cascade                2:07.33  
  4 Lars Lunstrum                YMCA Team Idaho        2:08.46  
  5 Morgan Choate                Unattached             2:08.50  
  6 Matthew Buhl                 St. Augustine          2:12.13  
  7 Hank Wisecarver              Damonte Ranch          2:12.26  
  8 Nico Montanez                St. Augustine          2:13.20  
  9 Matt Koob                    Capital TC             2:17.91  
 10 John Barrett                 Damonte Ranch          2:19.24  
 11 Kevin Green                  Unattached             2:23.14  
 12 Tom Walsh                    St. Augustine          2:23.70  
 13 Cory Berry                   Stallion TC            2:28.78  
 
Event 34  Women 800 Meter Run College/Open
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Renisha Robinson             Sacramento St.         2:10.82  
  2 Elaine Connolly              Utah State             2:12.55  
  3 Lea Wallace                  Sacramento St.         2:13.07  
  4 Kayleen McDowell             Boise State            2:13.11  
  5 Ashley Puga                  Northwest Nazare       2:14.66  
  6 Jaclyn Puga                  Northwest Nazare       2:14.90  
  7 Katie Avena                  Nevada                 2:18.12  
  8 April Montgomery             Cal St. Stanisla       2:18.71  
  9 Katie Thatcher               Utah State             2:18.72  
 10 Alexis Meyer                 Utah State             2:19.65  
 11 Elisa Decker                 Northwest Nazare       2:20.83  
 12 Jodie Leal                   Sacramento St.         2:20.97  
 13 Christy Works                Nevada                 2:21.37  
 14 Stephanie Sparks             College of Idaho       2:22.35  
 15 Rubye Foldager               Cal St. Stanisla       2:22.79  
 16 Mary Wagner                  Sacramento St.         2:25.38  
 17 Jayne Saunders               College of Idaho       2:28.19  
 18 Breanne Whitlock             Boise State            2:33.72  
 19 Alexa Anderson               Nevada                 2:46.43  
 20 Felicia Ladson               Nevada                 2:53.07  
 21 Maygen Cardona               Boise State            2:59.32  
 
Event 35  Men 800 Meter Run College/Open
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 David Rabinowitz             Sacramento St.         1:53.46  
  2 Dusty Klein                  Boise State            1:55.43  
  3 Terrell Kirtz                Sacramento St.         1:56.24  
  4 Philip Noble                 Treasure Valley        1:56.29  
  5 Myko Lucas                   Sacramento St.         1:57.57  
  6 Cameron Mitchell             Sacramento St.         1:57.76  
  7 Michael Walrath              Boise State            1:57.89  
  8 Kyle Grigsby                 Boise State            1:57.95  
  9 Heath Wing                   Utah State             1:58.31  
 10 Mercer Owen                  Utah State             1:58.35  
 11 David Creamer                Boise State            1:59.02  
 12 Matthew Moyer                Boise State            1:59.72  
 13 Tyler Killpack               Utah State             2:00.41  
 14 Eric Larson                  Utah State             2:01.99  
 15 Matt Schmasow                Boise State            2:02.03  
 16 Jason Towery                 Northwest Nazare       2:02.89  
 17 Josh Merioles                Northwest Nazare       2:05.96  
 18 Geoff Moore                  Boise State            2:06.41  
 19 Caleb Reynolds               Northwest Nazare       2:07.62  
 20 Josh Wageman                 Northwest Nazare       2:08.61  
 21 Darren Strong                Boise State            2:08.79  
 22 Tyler June                   Bronco Track Clu       2:09.31  
 23 Mike Lewis                   Northwest Nazare       2:09.93  
 24 Cory Varland                 Unattached             2:12.31  
 25 Neil Easter                  Northwest Nazare       2:13.44  
 26 Luke Hetrick                 Northwest Nazare       2:13.71  
 -- Nick Tatro                   Boise State                 DQ   impeading
 
Event 36  Women 5000 Meter Run College/Open
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Breanna Sande                Boise State           17:59.69  
  2 Karleigh Gempler             Boise State           18:17.82  
  3 Kendra Hernandez             Boise State           18:39.59  
 
Event 37  Men 5000 Meter Run College/Open
================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals 
================================================================
  1 Sawyer Bosch                 Boise State           14:52.69  
  2 Brian Pierre                 Boise State           15:11.62  
  3 Scott Foley                  Boise State           15:46.95  
  4 Wesley Porter                Bronco Track Clu      16:42.89  
  5 Atcitty Begay                Treasure Valley       17:18.77  
  6 Wesley Seven                 Bronco Track Clu      17:42.69  
  7 Casey Ward                   Treasure Valley       18:14.32  
 -- Brad Wick                    Bronco Track Clu           DNF  
 
Event 38  Girls 4x400 Meter Relay HS
================================================================
    School                                               Finals 
================================================================
  1 YMCA Team Idaho  'A'                                4:14.40  
  2 Big Red Striders  'A'                               4:16.52  
  3 CA Track Club  'A'                                  4:18.94  
 
Event 39  Boys 4x400 Meter Relay HS
================================================================
    School                                               Finals 
================================================================
  1 CA Track Club  'A'                                  3:25.35  
  2 YMCA Team Idaho  'B'                                3:32.95  
  3 Big Red Striders  'A'                               3:37.43  
  4 Summit Track Club  'A'                              3:40.24  
  5 Team Idaho  'A'                                     3:42.04  
 
Event 40  Women 4x400 Meter Relay College/Open
===================================================================
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Boise State  'A'                                    3:47.75   1 
  2 Utah State  'A'                                     3:49.43   1 
  3 Nevada  'A'                                         3:52.25   1 
  4 Sacramento St.  'A'                                 3:53.09   1 
  5 Utah State  'B'                                     4:01.05   2 
  6 UC Santa Barbara  'A'                               4:02.10   1 
  7 Nevada  'B'                                         4:07.79   2 
  8 Cal St. Stanislaus  'A'                             4:31.09   2 
 
Event 41  Men 4x400 Meter Relay College/Open
===================================================================
    School                                               Finals  H#
===================================================================
  1 Boise State  'A'                                    3:20.13   1 
  2 Utah State  'A'                                     3:20.40   1 
  3 Boise State  'B'                                    3:23.86   1 
  4 Northwest Nazarene  'A'                             3:24.19   1 
  5 Treasure Valley CC  'A'                             3:29.00   2 
  6 Boise State  'C'                                    3:36.26   2 
 -- Sacramento St.  'A'                                     DNF   1 
 
Event 42  Mixed Weight Throw HS
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Kasey Kraychir             W Unattached              17.31m   56-09.50 
      17.31m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  16.90m
  2 Katie Kraychir             W Unattached              16.91m   55-05.75 
      FOUL  15.15m  15.64m  FOUL  16.19m  16.91m
  3 Ben Estes                  M Unattached              12.43m   40-09.50 
      12.43m  FOUL  FOUL  11.18m  PASS  PASS
  4 Scotty Wagers              M Cascade                 11.80m   38-08.75 
      10.49m  11.80m  11.77m         
  5 Samantha Allen             W Cascade                  8.94m   29-04.00 
      5.65m  8.94m  6.90m  FOUL  6.92m  FOUL
  6 Jessica McDonald           W Crook County Tra         8.64m   28-04.25 
      8.19m  8.41m  8.43m  8.62m  8.64m  8.42m
 
Event 44  Girls Shot Put HS
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Branzell Porchia             YMCA Team Idaho         10.92m   35-10.00 
      8.77m  10.02m  9.52m  10.92m  10.34m  10.76m
  2 Caitlyn Cullen               YMCA Team Idaho         10.69m   35-01.00 
      FOUL  FOUL  9.97m  10.69m  FOUL  FOUL
  3 Jessica McDonald             Crook County Tra         9.88m   32-05.00 
      8.59m  9.47m  9.08m  9.67m  9.88m  9.67m
  4 Dominique Griffin            CA Track Club            8.69m   28-06.25 
      7.93m  7.76m  8.69m  8.06m  7.94m  7.93m
  5 Samantha Allen               Cascade                  8.43m   27-08.00 
      8.11m  8.43m  8.20m  8.27m  8.28m  FOUL
  6 Brynne Arakelian             Del Oro                  8.21m   26-11.25 
      7.29m  8.21m  FOUL  8.15m  7.75m  7.46m
  7 Brittney Roberts             Cascade                  8.19m   26-10.50 
      FOUL  7.10m  8.19m  7.15m  7.22m  8.03m
  8 Jasmine Taylor               CA Track Club            6.79m   22-03.50 
      6.76m  6.74m  4.68m  6.79m  5.07m  6.59m
  9 Ashley Kinney                Cascade                  5.37m   17-07.50 
      5.37m  FOUL  5.03m         
 10 Dallas Wilson                Cascade                  5.35m   17-06.75 
      5.23m  5.35m  5.08m         
 -- Stormie Morlan               Cascade                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL         
 
Event 45  Boys Shot Put HS
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Kyle Rothwell                YMCA Team Idaho         14.87m   48-09.50 
      14.87m  FOUL  14.34m  14.75m  FOUL  14.78m
  2 Kyler Shumway                Prairie High Sch        14.78m   48-06.00 
      FOUL  14.78m  14.53m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  3 Cody McCarthy                Team Idaho              14.26m   46-09.50 
      14.06m  14.26m  14.11m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  4 Mike Rogers                  Damonte Ranch           13.00m   42-08.00 
      11.49m  13.00m  FOUL  13.00m  12.92m  FOUL
  5 Ryan Odeski                  St. Augustine           12.96m   42-06.25 
      11.39m  11.91m  12.02m  12.08m  12.91m  12.96m
  6 Justin Gregory               Cascade                 12.59m   41-03.75 
      12.04m  12.00m  12.59m  12.59m  12.46m  12.27m
  7 Scotty Wagers                Cascade                 12.58m   41-03.25 
      11.70m  12.58m  12.17m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  8 Blake Landry                 Del Oro                 12.06m   39-07.00 
      12.06m  FOUL  FOUL  11.97m  11.66m  11.72m
  9 Brandon Hansen               Unattached              11.73m   38-06.00 
      10.70m  10.61m  11.73m  10.75m  10.35m  11.52m
 10 Cody Harrold                 Summit Track Clu        11.65m   38-02.75 
      11.05m  FOUL  11.65m         
 11 Ben Estes                    Unattached              11.46m   37-07.25 
      11.21m  11.25m  11.46m         
 12 casey johnston               Unattached              11.34m   37-02.50 
      10.02m  11.34m  10.84m         
 13 Kyle Phillips                CA Track Club           11.28m   37-00.25 
      11.19m  11.09m  11.28m         
 14 Bryce Petersen               Cascade                 10.74m   35-03.00 
      10.74m  10.05m  10.43m         
 15 Laron McCoy                  CA Track Club           10.54m   34-07.00 
      10.38m  10.54m  10.52m         
 16 Nic Lamonica                 Cascade                  9.83m   32-03.00 
      9.83m  9.64m  9.60m         
 -- Joey Gilliland               Cascade                   FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL           
 
Event 46  Girls Long Jump HS
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Asha Treadwell               CA Track Club         17-07.25      5.36m 
  2 Kristen Robinson             CA Track Club         17-02.50      5.24m 
  3 Samantha Nielson             YMCA Team Idaho       16-07.75      5.07m 
  4 Melissa Rohwer               YMCA Team Idaho       16-02.25      4.93m 
  5 Lexa Murphy                  Stallion TC           16-00.50      4.88m 
  6 Alexandria Van Halder        YMCA Team Idaho       15-05.50      4.71m 
  7 Katie Bowns                  YMCA Team Idaho       14-11.00      4.54m 
  8 Vicki Warner                 Del Oro               13-03.00      4.03m 
  9 Brynne Arakelian             Del Oro               12-00.75      3.67m 
 
Event 47  Boys Long Jump HS
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Geraldo Hiwat                YMCA Team Idaho       23-07.00      7.18m 
  2 Kasen Covington              YMCA Team Idaho       23-02.75      7.08m 
  3 Jeff Aronson                 YMCA Team Idaho       22-06.00      6.85m 
  4 Javon Marshbanks             Damonte Ranch         22-03.50      6.79m 
  5 Alec Fellows                 Unattached            20-11.50      6.38m 
  6 Nic Lamonica                 Cascade               20-03.50      6.18m 
  7 Scotty Wagers                Cascade               20-02.25      6.15m 
  8 Nathan Doerfleur             Regis HS              19-09.00      6.01m 
  9 Joey Gilliland               Cascade               19-07.50      5.98m 
 10 Dion Roccosalva              Summit Track Clu      19-04.00      5.89m 
 11 Laron McCoy                  CA Track Club         19-00.50      5.80m 
 12 Jordan Cazeau                Stallion TC           19-00.00      5.79m 
 13 Jacob Inman                  YMCA Team Idaho       18-10.50      5.75m 
 14 Keegan Brady                 Unattached            18-09.75      5.73m 
 15 Tyler Baldwin                YMCA Team Idaho       18-08.25      5.69m 
 16 Andrew Jenkins               YMCA Team Idaho       18-05.75      5.63m 
 17 Emile Silbernagel            Regis HS              18-03.25      5.56m 
 18 Alan Cazeau                  Stallion TC           18-00.75      5.50m 
 19 Alexander Greaves            Prineville Track      17-03.75      5.27m 
 20 Ryan Kihara                  Del Oro               14-08.75      4.48m 
 21 Tycho Nielson                YMCA Team Idaho       14-07.00      4.44m 
 22 Savon Davis                  Summit Track Clu      11-09.50      3.59m 
 -- Justin Gregory               Cascade                     ND            
 
Event 48  Men Pole Vault College/Open
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Paul Gensic                  Unattached               5.35m   17-06.50 
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 3.90 4.05 4.20 4.35 4.50 4.65 4.80 5.10 5.25 5.35 5.45 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    O    O    O  XXX 
  2 John Johnson                 Utah State               4.65m   15-03.00 
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 3.90 4.05 4.20 4.35 4.50 4.65 4.80 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    O  XXX 
  3 Blair Wallingford            Sacramento St.          J4.65m   15-03.00 
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 3.90 4.05 4.20 4.35 4.50 4.65 4.80 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P   XO    O  XXX 
  4 David Loomis                 Utah State               4.50m   14-09.00 
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 3.90 4.05 4.20 4.35 4.50 4.65 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P   XO  XXX 
  5 Daniel Thompson              Boise State              4.35m   14-03.25 
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 3.90 4.05 4.20 4.35 4.50 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    O  XXO   XO    O  XXX 
  6 Philip Noble                 Treasure Valley         J4.35m   14-03.25 
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 3.90 4.05 4.20 4.35 4.50 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    O    O   XO  XXO  XXX 
  6 Andrew Lohse                 Sacramento St.          J4.35m   14-03.25 
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 3.90 4.05 4.20 4.35 4.50 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P   XO  XXO  XXX 
  8 Ben Shea                     Northwest Nazare         4.20m   13-09.25 
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 3.90 4.05 4.20 4.35 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P   XO   XO  XXX 
  9 Eric Demers                  Boise State              4.05m   13-03.50 
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 3.90 4.05 4.20 
        P    P    P    P    P    P   XO    O  XXX 
 10 Josh Grewe                   Northwest Nazare         3.75m   12-03.50 
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 3.90 
        P    P    P   XO   XO   XO  XXX 
 11 Steve Anderson               Boise State              3.00m    9-10.00 
     3.00 3.15 
      XXO  XXX 
 -- Jake Maybe                   Utah State                  NH            
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 3.90 4.05 4.20 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P  XXX 
 -- Steven Schafer               Northwest Nazare            NH            
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 3.90 4.05 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P  XXX 
 -- Palmer Hawkins               Utah State                  NH            
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 3.90 4.05 4.20 4.35 4.50 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P  XXX 
 -- Jim Williamson               Sacramento St.              NH            
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 3.90 4.05 4.20 4.35 4.50 4.65 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P    P  XXX 
 -- Andrew Sneed                 Northwest Nazare            NH            
     3.00 3.15 3.30 3.45 3.60 3.75 3.90 4.05 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P  XXX 
 
Event 49  Women Long Jump College/Open
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Eleni Kafourou               Boise State              6.43m   21-01.25 
      6.40m  6.43m  6.33m  PASS  PASS  PASS
  2 Ericka Violett               Sacramento St.           5.84m   19-02.00 
      5.65m  5.84m  5.67m  5.58m  5.61m  5.57m
  3 Naima Goodwin                Sacramento St.           5.47m   17-11.50 
      FOUL  5.27m  5.22m  5.46m  5.47m  5.15m
  4 Natalia Wright               Sacramento St.           5.40m   17-08.75 
      5.40m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  PASS  PASS
  5 Tayler       Williams             UC Santa Barbara         5.35m   17-06.75 
      FOUL  5.35m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  5.09m
  6 Tamara       Thomas               UC Santa Barbara         5.30m   17-04.75 
      FOUL  5.23m  ND  5.30m  5.25m  5.19m
  6 Maria Halton                 Utah State               5.30m   17-04.75 
      4.80m  5.01m  5.30m  5.16m  5.07m  FOUL
  8 Felicia Ladson               Nevada                   5.28m   17-04.00 
      5.20m  5.04m  5.28m  5.20m  5.26m  5.23m
  9 Baiba Celma                  Sacramento St.           5.16m   16-11.25 
      5.16m  4.99m  ND  ND  ND  ND
 10 Maureen Ajoku                UC Santa Barbara         5.12m   16-09.75 
      5.08m  5.12m  5.06m         
 11 Amanda Lee                   UC Santa Barbara         5.01m   16-05.25 
      4.67m  ND  5.01m         
 12 Kimiko Kamo                  Utah State               4.92m   16-01.75 
      FOUL  FOUL  4.92m         
 13 Ann Noyes                    Boise State              4.89m   16-00.50 
      4.89m  ND  ND         
 14 Aurelia Houston              Nevada                   4.81m   15-09.50 
      4.81m  FOUL  FOUL         
 15 Sophia       Sune                 UC Santa Barbara         4.79m   15-08.75 
      4.79m  ND  ND         
 16 Jessica Pimentel             Sacramento St.           4.71m   15-05.50 
      4.71m  ND  ND         
 17 Brittany Chadwick            Utah State               4.57m   15-00.00 
      4.57m  ND  ND         
 18 Molly Reid                   Northwest Nazare         4.56m   14-11.50 
      4.56m  FOUL  ND         
 19 Maycee Bekkedahl             Northwest Nazare         4.54m   14-10.75 
      4.54m  ND  FOUL         
 20 Jennifer Boswell             Nevada                   4.50m   14-09.25 
      FOUL  FOUL  4.50m         
 21 Jill Bennett                 Northwest Nazare         4.38m   14-04.50 
      4.38m  FOUL  ND         
 22 Alexa Anderson               Nevada                   4.37m   14-04.00 
      4.37m  ND  ND         
 23 Aubrie Neil                  Nevada                   4.19m   13-09.00 
      4.19m  ND  ND         
 24 Beth McLam                   Northwest Nazare         4.08m   13-04.75 
      4.08m  ND  ND         
 25 Andrea Keirstead             Nevada                   4.07m   13-04.25 
      4.07m  ND  ND         
 26 Ashlyn Gonzales              Cal St. Stanisla         3.85m   12-07.75 
      FOUL  FOUL  3.85m         
 -- Laura Vonarx                 Northwest Nazare          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL           
 
Event 50  Women Weight Throw College/Open
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Constance McAlman            Nevada                  17.21m   56-05.75 
      FOUL  17.21m  FOUL  16.77m  FOUL  16.84m
  2 Kasey Kraychir               Unattached              17.18m   56-04.50 
      FOUL  16.43m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  17.18m
  3 Jasimen Bailey               Cal St. Stanisla        16.31m   53-06.25 
      FOUL  14.41m  15.19m  16.31m  16.00m  15.22m
  4 Krista Larson                Utah State              16.23m   53-03.00 
      FOUL  15.68m  FOUL  16.22m  FOUL  16.23m
  5 Nicole McClure               Sacramento St.          16.19m   53-01.50 
      FOUL  16.18m  15.76m  16.19m  15.27m  15.92m
  6 Katie Kraychir               Unattached              16.17m   53-00.75 
      FOUL  15.92m  15.38m  15.70m  15.85m  16.17m
  7 Mele Vaisima                 Boise State             16.06m   52-08.25 
      16.06m  15.80m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  8 Monica Gomez                 Sacramento St.          15.88m   52-01.25 
      15.75m  15.80m  15.87m  15.88m  14.88m  FOUL
  9 Alyssa Osai                  Boise State             15.67m   51-05.00 
      14.97m  15.44m  14.84m  FOUL  15.32m  15.67m
 10 Ify Agwuenu                  Sacramento St.          15.02m   49-03.50 
      FOUL  15.02m  FOUL         
 11 Shannon Prince               Utah State              14.90m   48-10.75 
      13.41m  14.90m  14.09m         
 11 Tatiana Clark                Sacramento St.          14.90m   48-10.75 
      14.84m  FOUL  14.90m         
 13 Nadine Russell               Boise State             14.86m   48-09.00 
      14.23m  FOUL  14.86m         
 14 Spela Hus                    Utah State              13.60m   44-07.50 
      13.35m  FOUL  13.60m         
 15 Courtney Little              Northwest Nazare        13.23m   43-05.00 
      13.23m  FOUL  FOUL         
 15 Jaleesa Jeffery              Nevada                  13.23m   43-05.00 
      12.37m  12.65m  13.23m         
 17 Tawnie Stephenson            Boise State             13.14m   43-01.50 
      13.14m  FOUL  FOUL         
 18 Joy Warrington               Northwest Nazare        12.78m   41-11.25 
      FOUL  11.99m  12.78m         
 19 Erika McCarthy               Northwest Nazare        12.75m   41-10.00 
      12.14m  12.75m  FOUL         
 -- Shayna Shute                 Northwest Nazare          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL         
 
Event 51  Men Long Jump College/Open
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Savvas Diakonikolas          Unattached               7.68m   25-02.50 
      FOUL  FOUL  7.49m  FOUL  7.68m  7.60m
  2 Ronald Brookins              Sacramento St.           7.61m   24-11.75 
      FOUL  7.47m  7.44m  7.29m  7.61m  7.30m
  3 Ryan Grinnell                Boise State              7.54m   24-09.00 
      FOUL  7.54m  FOUL  FOUL  7.23m  FOUL
  4 Eetu Viitala                 Boise State              7.46m   24-05.75 
      FOUL  7.43m  7.46m  7.35m  FOUL  7.42m
  5 Per Strandquist              Boise State              7.16m   23-06.00 
      6.71m  7.16m  FOUL  FOUL  6.54m  FOUL
  6 Philip Burks                 Sacramento St.           7.08m   23-02.75 
      6.91m  6.94m  FOUL  FOUL  7.08m  FOUL
  7 Damian Szade                 Utah State               7.01m   23-00.00 
      FOUL  7.01m  FOUL  7.00m  FOUL  6.97m
  8 Sam Schur                    Sacramento St.           6.73m   22-01.00 
      6.73m  6.55m  6.52m  FOUL  FOUL  6.62m
  9 Matt Williamson              Sacramento St.           6.67m   21-10.75 
      6.48m  6.53m  6.67m  FOUL  FOUL  5.93m
 10 David Houghton               Sacramento St.           6.56m   21-06.25 
      FOUL  6.56m  6.50m         
 11 Andrew Sneed                 Northwest Nazare         6.06m   19-10.75 
      5.92m  5.90m  6.06m         
 12 Mark Hanson                  Northwest Nazare         5.86m   19-02.75 
      FOUL  5.72m  5.86m         
 13 Dane Manley                  Northwest Nazare         5.61m   18-05.00 
      5.48m  5.13m  5.61m         
 
Event 52  Men Shot Put College/Open
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Bryce Hall                   Utah State              16.96m   55-07.75 
      15.87m  16.45m  16.96m  FOUL  16.78m  16.67m
  2 Chase Sexton                 Unattached              15.15m   49-08.50 
      15.15m  FOUL  FOUL  15.10m  FOUL  FOUL
  3 Simon Wardhaugh              Boise State             15.13m   49-07.75 
      FOUL  14.88m  15.13m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  4 Taylor Weldon                Sacramento St.          14.88m   48-10.00 
      14.88m  14.77m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  5 Tyler Ellis                  Utah State              14.74m   48-04.50 
      14.74m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  6 Grant Miller                 Northwest Nazare        14.54m   47-08.50 
      14.13m  FOUL  14.54m  FOUL  13.86m  14.36m
  7 Zach Barclay                 Northwest Nazare        14.14m   46-04.75 
      14.13m  14.14m  FOUL  FOUL  14.00m  13.94m
  8 Jordan Fenters               Northwest Nazare        13.99m   45-10.75 
      12.42m  13.24m  12.93m  13.28m  13.99m  13.59m
  9 Jon Jordan                   Sacramento St.          13.55m   44-05.50 
      13.55m  FOUL  13.14m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 10 Jason Mentzer                Unattached              12.46m   40-10.50 
      12.15m  FOUL  12.46m         
 11 Diego Estrada                Northwest Nazare        12.19m   40-00.00 
      12.19m  11.81m  FOUL           
 12 Steve Anderson               Boise State             11.94m   39-02.25 
      11.72m  11.94m  FOUL         
 13 Zach Lovell                  Northwest Nazare        11.08m   36-04.25 
      10.85m  11.08m  10.36m           
 
Event 53  Mixed High Jump HS
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Alan Turnblom              M YMCA Team Idaho        6-04.00      1.93m 
  3 Brandon Powell             M Dry Side Flyers        5-10.00      1.77m 
  3 Alec Fellows               M Unattached             5-10.00      1.77m 
  3 Willow Hamilton            W Summit Track Clu      J4-06.00      1.37m 
  5 Nic Lamonica               M Cascade                5-08.00      1.72m 
  7 Kaycee Brunel              W YMCA Team Idaho        5-02.00      1.57m 
  7 Sarah Van Kessel           W Summit Track Clu      J4-04.00      1.32m 
  8 Nathan Doerfleur           M Regis HS              J5-06.00      1.67m 
  8 Katie Low                  W Summit Track Clu       4-08.00      1.42m 
  9 April Gerlicher            W Summit Track Clu       4-06.00      1.37m 
  9 Justin Gregory             M Cascade               J4-04.00      1.32m 
 11 Jason Turnblom             M YMCA Team Idaho       J6-02.00      1.87m 
  9 Scotty Wagers              M Cascade                   JDNS            
 12 Kaydi Blackstock           W Borah                     JDNS            
 
Event 54  Girls Triple Jump HS
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Samantha Nielson             YMCA Team Idaho       36-07.00     11.15m 
      36-07  FOUL  36-00.25  34-07.75      
  2 Kaitlin Keller               Unattached            34-04.25     10.47m 
      32-05.50  32-11  33-07  34-04.25      
  3 Melissa Rohwer               YMCA Team Idaho       33-06.50     10.22m 
      32-07  32-00.50  FOUL  33-06.50      
  4 Stormie Morlan               Cascade               29-00.25      8.84m 
      29-00.25  28-04  28-10  28-01        
  5 Dominique Griffin            CA Track Club         28-07.50      8.72m 
      FOUL  26-11.50  28-07.50  27-10.75      
  6 Mercy Barrett                YMCA Team Idaho       28-04.75      8.65m 
      27-06  FOUL  27-10  28-04.75      
 -- Katie Bowns                  YMCA Team Idaho           FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL        
 
Event 55  Boys Triple Jump HS
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Trent Acree                  YMCA Team Idaho       42-05.50     12.94m 
      FOUL  42-05.50  41-02.50  42-00.50      
  2 Joey Gilliland               Cascade               41-05.00     12.62m 
      39-08  41-05  PASS  PASS      
  4 Dion Loccasalva              Summit Track Clu      39-04.75     12.00m 
      37-09  38-08  38-02.50  39-04.75      
  5 Jordan Cazeau                Stallion TC           38-02.00     11.63m 
      38-01  37-03.50  37-01.75  38-02      
  6 Emile Silbernagel            Regis HS              37-08.25     11.48m 
      FOUL  37-08.25  35-06  FOUL       
  7 Andrew Jenkins               YMCA Team Idaho      J39-10.00     12.14m 
      39-10  FOUL  38-07  FOUL      
  8 Jacob Inman                  YMCA Team Idaho      J36-11.00     11.25m 
      36-11  35-11.75  PASS  PASS      
  8 Tyler Baldwin                YMCA Team Idaho       36-08.50     11.18m 
      36-00  36-08.50  33-10.25  33-08.50      
  9 Tycho Nielson                YMCA Team Idaho       34-11.00     10.64m 
      34-02  34-11  34-06  34-02.50      
 
Event 56  Mixed Pole Vault HS
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Erik Diehl                 M YMCA Team Idaho       12-00.00      3.65m 
  1 Dawson Lewis               M YMCA Team Idaho       12-00.00      3.65m 
  3 Chelsea Barr               W YMCA Team Idaho       11-06.00      3.50m 
  3 Mike Miller                M YMCA Team Idaho       11-06.00      3.50m 
  5 Jacob Jeppson              M YMCA Team Idaho      J11-06.00      3.50m 
  6 Makenzie Landry            W Del Oro               11-00.00      3.35m 
  8 Trevor Wienclaw            M YMCA Team Idaho      J10-06.00      3.20m 
  9 Spencer Wheeler            M YMCA Team Idaho      J10-00.00      3.04m 
  9 Tynan O'Neil               M Rocky Mountain H     J10-00.00      3.04m 
  9 Theresa Waybright          W YMCA Team Idaho      J10-00.00      3.04m 
 12 Alli Bicandi               W YMCA Team Idaho       J9-06.00      2.89m 
 13 Matt Szobonya              M Unattached            J9-00.00      2.74m 
 14 Whitney Asbury             W YMCA Team Idaho       J9-00.00      2.74m 
 15 Samantha Michell           W YMCA Team Idaho       J8-06.00      2.59m 
 -- Jill Rausch                W YMCA Team Idaho             NH            
 -- Grant Kido                 M YMCA Team Idaho             NH            
 -- Vicki Warner               W Del Oro                     NH            
 -- Tanner Christensen         M Dry Side Flyers             NH            
 -- Danielle Rausch            W YMCA Team Idaho             NH            
 -- Dallas Wilson              W Cascade                     NH            
 
Event 57  Women High Jump College/Open
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Jane Doolittle               UC Santa Barbara         1.73m    5-08.00 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73 1.78 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O   XO  XXX 
  2 Christina Nowak              UC Santa Barbara         1.63m    5-04.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  XXO    O  XXX  XXX 
  3 Tara Pickett                 Utah State              J1.63m    5-04.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O   XO  XXX 
  4 Cortney Beasley              Nevada                  J1.63m    5-04.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O  PPP   XO  PPP  XXX 
  4 Eleni Kafourou               Boise State             J1.63m    5-04.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 1.73 
      PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O  XXX   XO  PPP  XXX 
  4 La Tijera Avery              Nevada                  J1.63m    5-04.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O   XO  XXX 
  7 Baiba Celma                  Sacramento St.           1.58m    5-02.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 1.68 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O   XO  XXX 
  8 Felicia Ladson               Nevada                  J1.58m    5-02.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 
      DNS  PPP   XO    O    O  XXO  XXX 
  8 Brooke Demers                Boise State             J1.53m    5-00.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 
      PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O  XXO  XXX 
  9 Amanda Gentry                Nevada                  J1.58m    5-02.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 1.53 1.58 1.63 
      PPP  PPP   XO    O    O  XXO  XXX 
 10 Naima Goodwin                Sacramento St.           1.53m    5-00.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 1.53 1.58 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP   XO  XXX 
 12 Alexa Anderson               Nevada                   1.43m    4-08.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 
        O    O  XXX  XXX 
 12 Jennifer Boswell             Nevada                   1.43m    4-08.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 
      PPP   XO  XXO  XXX 
 14 Andrea Keirstead             Nevada                   1.38m    4-06.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 
      XXX    O  XXX 
 14 Jill Bennett                 Northwest Nazare         1.38m    4-06.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 
        O    O  XXX 
 14 Beth McLam                   Northwest Nazare         1.38m    4-06.25 
     1.33 1.38 1.43 
        O  XXO  XXX 
 13 Heidi Price                  Summit Track Clu           JNH            
     1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 
       XO   XO  XXO  XXX 
 16 Chelsey Jones                Northwest Nazare           JNH            
     1.33 1.38 1.43 
        O  XXO  XXX 
 -- Tiffany Ferch                Northwest Nazare            NH            
     1.33 1.38 1.43 
      PPP  PPP  XXX 
 
Event 58  Women Shot Put College/Open
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Kayla Smith                  UC Santa Barbara        14.89m   48-10.25 
      FOUL  14.89m  FOUL  FOUL  14.04m  13.50m
  2 Spela Hus                    Utah State              14.42m   47-03.75 
      14.42m  FOUL  13.77m  14.40m  13.69m  FOUL
  3 Ify Agwuenu                  Sacramento St.          13.88m   45-06.50 
      13.63m  13.88m  13.76m  13.50m  13.73m  FOUL
  4 Constance McAlman            Nevada                  13.36m   43-10.00 
      12.67m  12.80m  13.36m  12.49m  12.27m  FOUL
  5 Jean Lightfoot               UC Santa Barbara        13.20m   43-03.75 
      FOUL  12.08m  13.20m  11.74m  FOUL  12.65m
  6 Shannon Prince               Utah State              12.94m   42-05.50 
      12.94m  12.20m  FOUL  12.23m  12.64m  12.89m
  7 Tatiana Clark                Sacramento St.          12.62m   41-05.00 
      11.92m  12.61m  12.62m  12.35m  11.97m  12.19m
  8 Monica Gomez                 Sacramento St.          12.61m   41-04.50 
      12.20m  FOUL  12.59m  12.26m  FOUL  12.61m
  9 Mele Vaisima                 Boise State             12.49m   40-11.75 
      12.49m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 10 Nicole McClure               Sacramento St.          12.44m   40-09.75 
      12.44m  12.18m  11.59m         
 11 Joy Warrington               Northwest Nazare        12.39m   40-07.75 
      12.22m  12.39m  FOUL          
 12 Alex         Francis                UC Santa Barbara        12.19m   40-00.00 
      12.19m  FOUL  12.16m         
 12 Alyssa Osai                  Boise State             12.19m   40-00.00 
      10.89m  FOUL  12.19m         
 14 Cortnie Broadus              Utah State              12.15m   39-10.50 
      12.15m  12.14m  11.64m         
 15 Jaleesa Jeffery              Nevada                  12.12m   39-09.25 
      11.46m  11.87m  12.12m         
 16 Jasimen Bailey               Cal St. Stanisla        11.95m   39-02.50 
      FOUL  11.95m  11.84m         
 17 Sina         Dailey                UC Santa Barbara        11.44m   37-06.50 
      11.44m  10.83m  FOUL         
 18 Nadine Russell               Boise State             10.25m   33-07.50 
      10.25m  9.83m  FOUL         
 19 Jennifer Boswell             Nevada                   9.98m   32-09.00 
      9.32m  9.92m  9.98m         
 20 Dani Schwalbe                Boise State              9.79m   32-01.50 
      FOUL  9.79m  9.42m           
 21 Alexa Anderson               Nevada                   9.30m   30-06.25 
      9.30m  8.49m  8.94m           
 22 Megan Olivetti               Boise State              8.22m   26-11.75 
      FOUL  8.22m  8.11m         
 23 Courtney Little              Northwest Nazare         8.20m   26-11.00 
      7.90m  8.20m  8.19m          
 24 Andrea Keirstead             Nevada                   8.10m   26-07.00 
      8.10m  7.46m  FOUL         
 24 Alicia Echaverria            Nevada                   8.10m   26-07.00 
      7.49m  7.98m  8.10m         
 26 Brooke Demers                Boise State              7.90m   25-11.00 
      7.90m  6.74m  7.50m         
 
Event 59  Women Triple Jump College/Open
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Ericka Violett               Sacramento St.          12.13m   39-09.75 
      12.08m  12.13m  11.83m  11.89m  PASS  PASS
  2 Baiba Celma                  Sacramento St.          11.26m   36-11.50 
      11.26m  11.23m  10.87m  9.71m  11.11m  11.26m
  3 Natalia Wright               Sacramento St.          11.22m   36-09.75 
      FOUL  11.22m  FOUL  FOUL  10.58m  10.65m
  4 Naima Goodwin                Sacramento St.          11.21m   36-09.50 
      10.77m  10.91m  11.14m  10.69m  11.20m  11.21m
  5 Laura Vonarx                 Northwest Nazare        11.08m   36-04.25 
      11.01m  FOUL  10.96m  11.08m  10.78m  PASS
  6 Julia Stewart                Utah State              10.98m   36-00.25 
      10.42m  10.82m  FOUL  10.98m  10.46m  10.95m
  7 Ann Noyes                    Boise State             10.97m   36-00.00 
      10.64m  10.88m  10.59m  10.84m  10.97m  10.86m
  8 April Pate                   Nevada                  10.94m   35-10.75 
      10.37m  FOUL  10.94m  FOUL  10.65m  PASS
  9 Maureen Ajoku                UC Santa Barbara        10.70m   35-01.25 
      10.11m  10.66m  10.70m  10.40m  10.37m  10.37m
 10 Tamara       Thomas               UC Santa Barbara        10.59m   34-09.00 
      10.29m  10.59m  10.56m            
 11 Tayler       Williams             UC Santa Barbara        10.49m   34-05.00 
      10.44m  10.21m  10.49m            
 12 Sophia       Sune                 UC Santa Barbara        10.07m   33-00.50 
      9.91m  10.07m  9.79m            
 13 Maycee Bekkedahl             Northwest Nazare        10.01m   32-10.25 
      9.60m  10.01m  FOUL            
 14 Molly Reid                   Northwest Nazare         9.85m   32-03.75 
      FOUL  9.81m  9.85m            
 -- Aurelia Houston              Nevada                    FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL            
 
Event 60  Men High Jump College/Open
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Ryan Grinnell                Boise State              2.16m    7-01.00 
     1.71 1.76 1.81 1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01 2.06 2.11 2.16 2.20 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP   XO  PPP  XXO  XXX 
  2 Casey Parker                 Utah State               2.11m    6-11.00 
     1.71 1.76 1.81 1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01 2.06 2.11 2.16 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O  XXX 
  3 Clint Silcock                Utah State              J2.11m    6-11.00 
     1.71 1.76 1.81 1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01 2.06 2.11 2.16 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP   XO  XXX 
  4 Jason Lane                   Unattached               1.96m    6-05.00 
     1.71 1.76 1.81 1.86 1.91 1.96 2.01 
      PPP  PPP  PPP  PPP    O    O  XXX 
  5 Eric Demers                  Boise State              1.86m    6-01.25 
     1.71 1.76 1.81 1.86 1.91 
      PPP  PPP    O   XO  XXX 
  5 Steve Anderson               Boise State              1.86m    6-01.25 
     1.71 1.76 1.81 1.86 1.91 
      PPP  PPP    O   XO  XXX 
  7 Josh Heidegger               Northwest Nazare         1.81m    5-11.25 
     1.71 1.76 1.81 1.86 
      PPP    O  XXO  XXX 
  8 Sam Schur                    Sacramento St.           1.76m    5-09.25 
     1.71 1.76 1.81 
      PPP    O  XXX 
 -- Andrew Sneed                 Northwest Nazare            NH            
     1.71 1.76 
      PPP  XXX 
 
Event 61  Women Pole Vault College/Open
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Ericka Violett               Sacramento St.           3.95m   12-11.50 
     2.75 2.90 3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 4.08 
        P    P    P    P   XO    O   XO   XO   XO  XXX 
  2 BreAnna Craig                Boise State              3.80m   12-05.50 
     2.75 2.90 3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 
        P    P    P    P   XO  XXO   XO    O  XXX 
  3 Annelise Bertleson           Boise State             J3.80m   12-05.50 
     2.75 2.90 3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 
        P    P    P    P    P   XO  XXO    O  XXX 
  4 Danielle Valentine           Boise State             J3.80m   12-05.50 
     2.75 2.90 3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 
        P    P    P    P    O    O   XO   XO  XXX 
  5 Rosemary Feikert             Cal St. Stanisla        J3.65m   11-11.75 
     2.75 2.90 3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 
        P    P    P    P    P    O   XO  XXX 
  6 Kaitlynne Moore              Sacramento St.          J3.80m   12-05.50 
     2.75 2.90 3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 3.95 
        P    P    P    P    O    O    O  XXO  XXX 
  7 Kaylene Gastaldi             Utah State               3.50m   11-05.75 
     2.75 2.90 3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 
        P    P    P    P    P    O  XXX 
  7 Kirstin Flesher              Utah State               3.50m   11-05.75 
     2.75 2.90 3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 
        P    P    P    P    P   XO  XXX 
  8 Alicia Echaverria            Nevada                  J3.50m   11-05.75 
     2.75 2.90 3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 
        P    P    P    P   XO    O  XXX 
  8 Jennifer Brown               UC Santa Barbara        J3.50m   11-05.75 
     2.75 2.90 3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 
        P    P    P    O   XO    O  XXX 
 11 Brittany Groenhout           Boise State              3.20m   10-06.00 
     2.75 2.90 3.05 3.20 3.35 
        O    O    O   XO  XXX 
 11 Cleary Wunder                Cal St. Stanisla         3.20m   10-06.00 
     2.75 2.90 3.05 3.20 3.35 
        P    O  XXO   XO  XXX 
 11 Muriel Roberge               Nevada                   3.20m   10-06.00 
     2.75 2.90 3.05 3.20 3.35 
        P    P  XXO    O  XXX 
 11 Karina Elzinga               Northwest Nazare         3.20m   10-06.00 
     2.75 2.90 3.05 3.20 3.35 
        P    O    O    O  XXX 
 15 MJ Usabel                    Northwest Nazare         3.05m   10-00.00 
     2.75 2.90 3.05 3.20 
        P    O    O  XXX 
 16 Hailee Bingham               Utah State               2.90m    9-06.25 
     2.75 2.90 3.05 
      XXO    O  XXX 
 17 Amanda Konzal                Northwest Nazare         2.75m    9-00.25 
     2.75 2.90 
      XXO  XXX 
 -- Elizabeth Norvell            Sacramento St.              NH            
     2.75 2.90 3.05 3.20 3.35 
        P    P    P    P  XXX 
 -- Sonia Grabowska              Utah State                  NH            
     2.75 2.90 3.05 3.20 3.35 3.50 3.65 3.80 
        P    P    P    P    P    P    P  XXX 
 -- Jessica Pimentel             Sacramento St.              NH            
     2.75 2.90 3.05 
        P    P  XXX 
 -- Karlie Fitzgerald            Utah State                  NH            
2.75
      XXX 
 -- Ashlyn Gonzales              Cal St. Stanisla            NH            
2.75
      XXX 
 
Event 62  Men Weight Throw College/Open
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Simon Wardhaugh              Boise State             20.94m   68-08.50 
      20.48m  FOUL  FOUL  20.36m  20.94m  FOUL
  2 Trevor Kraychir              Boise State             18.91m   62-00.50 
      17.34m  18.17m  17.14m  FOUL  18.91m  18.27m
  3 Zach Barclay                 Northwest Nazare        17.18m   56-04.50 
      16.14m  FOUL  17.18m  16.96m  FOUL  FOUL
  4 Bryce Hall                   Utah State              17.10m   56-01.25 
      16.49m  16.65m  FOUL  17.10m  FOUL  16.72m
  5 Tyler Ellis                  Utah State              16.40m   53-09.75 
      14.47m  15.86m  15.72m  15.79m  FOUL  16.40m
  6 Alex Nelson                  Boise State             16.15m   53-00.00 
      15.42m  16.00m  FOUL  16.15m  15.93m  FOUL
  7 Grant Miller                 Northwest Nazare        15.92m   52-02.75 
      13.80m  FOUL  15.92m  15.86m  FOUL  FOUL
  8 Jordan Fenters               Northwest Nazare        14.04m   46-00.75 
      FOUL  FOUL  14.04m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
  9 Diego Estrada                Northwest Nazare        12.89m   42-03.50 
      12.45m  FOUL  12.89m  12.50m  FOUL  FOUL
 10 Taylor Weldon                Sacramento St.          12.39m   40-07.75 
      FOUL  FOUL  12.39m         
 11 Jon Jordan                   Sacramento St.          12.12m   39-09.25 
      FOUL  FOUL  12.12m         
 12 Alex Eaton                   Northwest Nazare        11.84m   38-10.25 
      FOUL  FOUL  11.84m         
 
Event 63  Men Triple Jump College/Open
==========================================================================
    Name                    Year School                  Finals           
==========================================================================
  1 Blake Hadfield               Utah State              14.59m   47-10.50 
      FOUL  14.57m  14.39m  14.39m  FOUL  14.59m
  2 Philip Burks                 Sacramento St.          14.47m   47-05.75 
      14.25m  14.07m  14.23m  14.47m  14.34m  FOUL
  3 Kasen Covington              YMCA Team Idaho         14.26m   46-09.50 
      14.26m  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
 -- Josh Heidegger               Northwest Nazare          FOUL            
      FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL  FOUL
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